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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks consist of low-cost and low-
power radio devices and are deployed in open and unprotected
areas. Privacy is becoming one of the major issues that jeopardize
the successful deployment of wireless sensor networks. While
confidentiality of the message can be ensured through content
encryption, it is much more difficult to adequately address the
source-location privacy. For wireless sensor networks, computa-
tionally intensive cryptographic algorithms (such as public-key
cryptosystems) and large scale broadcasting-based protocols are
not suitable. In this paper, we propose a scheme to provide
source-location privacy through a three-phase routing: routing
to a randomly selected intermediate node, routing in a network
mix ring, and message forwarding to the SINK node. While being
able to provide source-location privacy for WSN, our simulation
results also demonstrate that the proposed scheme is very efficient
and can be used for practical applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks have been envisioned as a technol-
ogy that has a great potential to be widely used in both military
and civilian applications. Sensor networks rely on wireless
communications, which is by nature a broadcast medium that
is more vulnerable to security attacks than its wired counterpart
due to lack of a physical boundary. In the wireless sensor
domain, anybody with an appropriate wireless receiver can
monitor and intercept the sensor network communications. The
adversaries may use expensive radio transceivers, powerful
workstations and interact with the network from a distance
since they are not restricted to using sensor network hardware.
It is possible for the adversaries to identify the message
source or even identify the source-location, even if strong data
encryption is utilized.

Location privacy is an important security issue. Lack of
location privacy can expose significant information about the
traffic carried on the network and the physical world entities.
While confidentiality of the message can be ensured through
content encryption, it is much more difficult to adequately
address the source-location privacy. Privacy service in WSN
is further complicated since the sensor nodes consist of only
low-cost and low-power radio devices and are designed to
operate unattended for long periods of time. Battery recharging
or replacement may be infeasible or impossible. Therefore,
computationally intensive cryptographic algorithms, such as
public-key cryptosystems, and large scale broadcasting-based

protocols, are not suitable for WSN. This makes privacy
preserving communications in WSN an extremely challenging
research task. To optimize the sensor nodes for the limited node
capabilities and the application specific nature of the networks,
traditionally, security requirements were largely ignored. This
leaves the WSN under network security attacks. In the worst
case, an adversary may be able to undetectably take control
of some sensor nodes, compromise the cryptographic keys and
reprogram the sensor nodes.

In this paper, we propose a scheme that provides source-
location privacy through a three-phase routing process. In the
first routing phase, the message source randomly selects an
intermediate node in the sensor domain and then transmits
the data packet to the randomly selected intermediate node
(RRIN) before it is routed to a ring node. This phase provides
the local source-location privacy. In the second routing phase,
the data packet will be mixed with other packets through a
network mixing ring (NMR). This phase offers network-level
(global) source-location privacy. Finally, the data packet will
be forwarded to the SINK node from certain specific nodes on
the mixing ring. While being able to provide source-location
privacy for WSN, our simulation results also demonstrate that
the proposed scheme is very efficient and can be used practical
applications.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
the related works are reviewed. The system model is described
in Section III. Section IV details the proposed source-location
privacy scheme. Security analysis and performance analysis
are provided in Section V and Section VI, respectively. We
conclude in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

In the past two decades, a number of source-location private
communication protocols have been proposed [1]–[13], which
originated largely from Chaum’s mixnet [14] and DC-net [15].
The mixnet family protocols use a set of “mix” servers that
mix the received packets to make the communication source
(including the sender and the recipient) ambiguous. The DC-
net family protocols [3], [4], [15] utilize secure multiparty
computation techniques. However, both approaches require
public-key cryptosystems and are not suitable for WSN.
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In [7], [8], Deng et al. proposed to address the location
privacy of base station through multi-path routing and fake
messages injection. In their scheme, every node in the network
has to transmit messages at a constant rate. Another base
location privacy scheme is introduced in [16], which involves
location privacy routing and fake messages injection. This
proposed scheme is interested in protecting the destination
location privacy, while our scheme cares about source location
privacy protection.

In [9], [10], source location privacy is provided through
broadcasting that mixes valid messages with dummy messages.
The main idea is that each node needs to transmit messages
consistently. Whenever there are no valid messages, the node
has to transmit dummy messages. The transmission of dummy
messages consumes significant amount of sensor energy while
increasing the network collisions and decreasing the packet
delivery ratio. Therefore, these schemes are not quite suitable
for large sensor networks.

Routing based protocols can also provide source-location
privacy. The main idea is to prevent the adversaries from
tracing back to the source-location through traffic monitoring
and analysis. A phantom routing protocol is introduced in [11],
[12]. Phantom routing involves two phases: a random walk
phase and a subsequent flooding/single path routing phase. In
the random walking phase, the message from the real source
will be routed to a phantom source along a random path or
a designed directed path. The phantom source is expected to
be far away from the real source, which will make the real
source’s location hard to be traced back by the adversaries.
However, theoretical analysis shows that if the message is
routed h hops randomly, then it is highly possible that the
distance between the phantom source and the real source is
within h/5. To solve this problem, directed walk was proposed
in [11]. Directed walk can be achieved either through section-
based directed random walk or hop-based directed random
walk. Let’s take the section-based directed walk as an example.
The source node first randomly determines a direction that the
message will be sent. This direction information is stored in the
header of the message. Every forwarder on the random walk
path will forward this message to a random neighbor in the
same direction determined by the source node. In this way, the
directed random walk will determine a phantom source that is
away from the real source. Unfortunately, once the message
is captured on the random walk path, the adversaries will be
able to get the direction information stored in the header of
the message. Therefore, the exposure of direction information
decreases the complexity for adversaries to trace back to the
true message source in the magnitude of 2h. [13] proposed to
implement random walk from both the source node and the
SINK node. Different from the directed walk, Bloom Filter
is proposed to store all the visited nodes in the network for
each message to prevent the adversaries from hopping back.
However, for large scale sensor networks, this is not realistic.

III. SYSTEM MODELS

A. The System Model

We made the following assumptions about our system:
• The network is evenly divided into small grids. The sensor

nodes in each grid are all fully connected. There is one
header node in each grid. The whole network is fully
connected through multi-hop communications.

• The SINK node is the destination location that data
messages will be transmitted to.

• Each sensor node is assumed to know the relative locations
of themselves and their adjacent neighbors. The infor-
mation about the relative location of the sensor domain
may also be broadcasted through this network for routing
information update [17]–[19].

• The key management and the message content confiden-
tiality are beyond the scope of this paper. Interested readers
are referred to [20]–[22].

B. The Adversaries Model

We assume that there are some adversaries in the target area,
who try to locate the source location through traffic analysis and
tracing back. The adversaries have the following characteristics
in this paper:

• The adversaries have sufficient energy resource, adequate
computation capability and enough memory for data stor-
age. On detecting an event, they could determine the
immediate sender easily and move to this sender’s loca-
tion without too much delay. The adversaries may also
compromise some sensor nodes in the network.

• The adversaries will not interfere with the proper func-
tioning of the network, such as modifying packets, altering
the routing path, or destroying sensor devices, since such
activities can be easily identified. However, the adversaries
may carry out passive attacks, such as eavesdropping of
the communications.

• The adversaries are able to monitor the traffic and get
all the transmitted messages in certain area. However, we
assume that the adversaries are unable to monitor the entire
network. In fact, if the adversaries could monitor the entire
wireless sensor networks, then they can monitor the events
directly without relying on the sensor network.

IV. PROPOSED SOURCE-LOCATION PRIVACY SCHEME

In this paper, we propose a three-phase routing protocol to
provide source-location privacy. The first phase (RRIN) pro-
vides local source-location privacy. The second phase (NMR)
offers the network-level source-location privacy. The last phase
forwards the message to the SINK node.

After the formation of all the grids, a large ring, called the
mixing ring, is generated in the WSN to provide network-level
traffic mix. The mixing ring is composed of multiple header
nodes, which are named ring nodes. The ring nodes are further
divided into relay ring nodes and normal ring nodes. The
messages that will be transmitted in the mixing ring are referred
to as vehicle messages. Vehicle messages will be transmitted in
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the ring in the clockwise direction, called ring direction. Only
relay ring nodes can generate vehicle message. We also define
the grids containing ring node as ring grids, the grids without
ring nodes as normal grids. The sensor nodes in normal grids
are defined as normal nodes, the messages sent by the normal
nodes are referred as data messages.

A. Routing through a Random Intermediate Node (RRIN)

In the first phase, the message source first randomly selects
an intermediate node at the sensor domain based on the relative
location of the sensor node defined in the grid shown in Fig.
1. The goal of this phase is to provide local source-location
privacy. The intermediate node is expected to be far away from
the real source node so that it is difficult for the adversaries
to get the information of the real source from the intermediate
node selected.

Since we assume that each sensor node only has knowledge
of its adjacent nodes. The source node has no accurate informa-
tion of the sensor nodes more than one hop away. In particular,
the randomly selected intermediate node may not even exist.
However, the relative location can guarantee that the message
packet will be forwarded to the area of the intermediate node.
The last node in the routing path adjacent to the intermediate
node should be able to tell whether such a randomly selected
intermediate node exists or not. In the case that such a node
does not exist, this node will become the intermediate node.
The intermediate node then routes the received message to a
ring node and the first phase routing is accomplished.

Suppose the source node is located at the relative location
(x0, y0), to transmit a data message, it first determines the
minimum distance, dmin, that the intermediate node has to be
away from the source node. We denote the distance between
the source node and the randomly selected intermediate node
as drand. Then we have drand ≥ dmin.

Whenever the source node wants to generate a drand, it will
first generate a random number x. The value of this random
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variable is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance σ2,
i.e, X ∼ N(0,σ). Then the source node can calculate drand as
follows:

drand = dmin × (|x| + 1).

Therefore, the probability that drand is located in the interval
[dmin, ρdmin) is:

2φ0,σ2(ρ − 1) − 1 = 2φ(
ρ − 1

σ
) − 1,

where ρ is a parameter larger than 1, φ0,σ2 is the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of N(0,σ), and φ is the CDF of
normal distribution: N(0, 1).

If we choose σ to be 1.0, then the probability that drand falls
within the interval [dmin, 2dmin) will be 2φ( 1

1 )− 1 = 0.6826.
The probability that drand is in the interval [dmin, 3dmin) will
be 2φ(2

1 ) − 1 = 0.9544.
After drand is determined, the source node randomly gener-

ates an intermediate node located at (xd, yd) that satisfies:

drand =
!

(xd − x0)2 + (yd − y0)2 ≥ dmin.

Upon receiving data message, the intermediate node forwards
the message to the closest ring node.

An example is given in Fig. 2, where S indicates a source
node in the network and I1, I2, I3 are three intermediate nodes.
The selection of drand guarantees that none of the intermediate
nodes will be in the shaded area. Then I1, I2, I3 will forward
these messages M1,M2,M3 to the ring nodes R1, R2, R3,
respectively.

B. Network Mixing Ring (NMR)

In the second routing phase, the messages will be forwarded
hop-by-hop in the ring. The message can hop along the ring
direction for a random number of times before it is being
transmitted to the SINK node.

This routing process provides source-location privacy that
resembles the airport terminal transportation system. The mes-
sage transmission in the ring acts as a network level mix.
As long as it is infeasible for an adversary to distinguish the
message initiator from the message forwarder in the mixing
ring, then it would be infeasible for the adversaries to identify
the real message source-location. Therefore, our goal is to
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design security mechanisms such that it is infeasible for anyone
to distinguish the message source node from the message
forwarding node.

Relay ring nodes generate vehicle messages to be trans-
mitted in the mixing ring. The normal ring nodes can store
data messages received from the normal nodes. The vehicle
messages may contain several data units. These units are left
unused initially. If a unit in the vehicle message is not used,
we name this unit as dummy unit, composed of any fixed data
structure, such as all 0s. The length of a unit is the same as
the data message sent by a normal node. Upon receiving a
vehicle message, if a normal ring node has a real data message
received and there is still a dummy unit in the vehicle message,
it can replace this dummy unit with the data message. The
updated vehicle message will then be forwarded to its successor
ring node. If this normal ring node has not received any data
messages from the normal nodes, or there is no dummy units
left in the vehicle message, it simply forwards this vehicle
message. The vehicle message should be sent at the rate which
could ensure that all the data messages could be embedded in
vehicle messages and forwarded to the SINK with minimum
delay.

In our scheme, to thwart message source analysis, the mes-
sage transmission in the ring is encrypted. Each ring node
shares a secret key with its predecessor ring node and a secret
key with its successor ring node. As an example, in Fig. 3, ring
node B shares a key KAB with ring node A and a key KBC

with ring node C. When node B receives a packet M1 from
node A, it first decrypts M1 using the share secret key KAB .
Let m1 = DKAB (M1). Upon decryption, node B will be able
to find the dummy unit(s) in m1 and replace the dummy unit(s)
with the data message(s) that it received from the normal nodes.
Denote the updated message as {DKAB (M1)}. The updated
vehicle message will be encrypted using the shared secret KBC

before it is transmitted to the node C. Denote the message that
generated in node B as M2, then we have

M2 = EKBC ({DKAB (M1)}). (1)

When DES or AES encryption algorithm is being used to
provide message encryption, then it is computationally infeasi-
ble to find the correlation between M1 and M2.

Apparently, the energy drainage for the relay ring nodes will
be faster than the normal ring nodes. To balance the energy
consumption, the normal ring nodes can take turns to be the
relay ring nodes. Similarly, since the energy drainage for the
ring nodes will be faster than the regular grid nodes, the nodes
in the selected ring grid can take turns to be the ring node.

C. Forwarding to the SINK

After a vehicle message arrives at a relay ring node, it will
be forwarded to the SINK by this relay ring node with certain
probability p. Here p is a parameter related to the number of
relay ring nodes on the mixing ring. If this vehicle message is
not forwarded to the SINK by the relay ring node, it will be
forwarded to the next ring node until another relay ring node
is reached.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

We will first analyze that the proposed routing to a random
intermediate node (RRIN) in phase one can provide local
source-location privacy. Unlike phantom routing, which has no
control over the phantom source without leaking significant side
information, in our proposed RRIN scheme, the intermediate
node is determined before each data message is transmitted
by the source-location, the data message carries no observable
side information of the message source-location in its content.
Therefore, it does not have the security drawbacks of phantom
routing discussed before. It is also impossible for the adversary
to trace back and identify the real message source based on an
individual traffic monitoring. This is because the probability
for multiple events from the same source to use the same
routing path and intermediate node is very low for large sensor
networks.

If an adversary tries to trace back the source-location from
the message packet in the route through which the packet
is being transmitted to the mixing ring, then the adversary
will be led to the randomly selected intermediate node instead
of the real message source. Since the intermediate node is
randomly selected for each data message, the probability that
the adversaries will receive the messages from one source node
continuously is pretty small. As shown in Fig. 2, if an adversary
receives M2 forwarded by I2, it would be led to I2. However,
the next intermediate node I3 is far from I2, so the adversaries
could not receive M3.

Even if one intermediate node’s location is discovered by the
adversaries, the source-location is still well protected because
the locations of the intermediate nodes are at least dmin away
from the real source node. Therefore, our proposed protocol
can provide the local source-location privacy.

As shown in Fig. 2, the intermediate nodes I1, I2, I3 forward
messages to ring nodes R1, R2, R3, respectively. This means
that messages generated from one source node will not be for-
warded to a specific ring node. Conversely, the data messages
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received from one ring node could also be transmitted from
many different source nodes in the network.

The routing in the mixing ring is the second phase routing.
This phase aims at providing network-level source-location
privacy. This is achieved by hop-by-hop message encryption.
Without hop-by-hop message encryption, by comparing the
vehicle message that a node received and transmitted, the ad-
versary can determine whether a data message has been loaded
into the updated vehicle message. However, once the hop-by-
hop message encryption is implemented, it is computationally
infeasible for an adversary to distinguish the message initiator
and message forwarder in the mixing ring. The messages across
the network are totally mixed up. As shown in Fig.2, a data
message received by ring node B could be sent to the SINK
node from a completely different ring node, maybe node E for
instance. Therefore, the network-level source-location privacy
is achieved.

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION RESULTS

In our design, all data messages will be delivered to the
SINK node through the mixing ring. While providing network
level source-location privacy, the location of the ring should
be selected to ensure that the overall energy consumption and
latency for message transmission to be lowest for the normal
nodes to complete these operations. We assume that each sensor
node in the network has complete knowledge of its relative
location in the sensor network and also some ring nodes. We
also assume that the energy drainage for each transmission is
proportional to the square of the distance, i.e.

E = α × d2,

where E denotes the energy consumption, α is a constant
parameter and d is the distance of the transmission. Fig. 4 gives
an example of a target area of size 8000 × 8000 meters. The
shaded grids are selected as the ring grids. The line in the
middle of the shaded area is indicated by the solid line. If the
density of the sensor nodes in the sensor network is λ, then the
total energy consumption for each sensor in this area to transmit

one message to a ring node can be calculated as follows:

Etotal = 8EU

= 8αλ

" π/4

0

" 4000/ cos θ

0
(r − e)2rdrdθ,

where EU is the energy consumption for area U as demonstrated
in Fig. 4. It can be calculated that when e = 3061, the overall
power consumption Etotal achieves the minimum. In this way,
we get the optimal ring location.

In practical application, for large sensor network, usually
only a small fraction of the sensor nodes in the network has
events to report. We name these nodes as active nodes. We also
define two parameters in our simulation: τ , the number of data
messages a normal node generates in each second, and a, active
nodes ratio.

Assume the network is composed of g normal nodes, and
the ring consists of r ring nodes. On average, one ring node
should be responsible for delivering the data messages from
g/r normal nodes. Assume data messages are l-bit long, then
on average, in each second, a ring node will receive:

γ =
g

r
× l × a × τ =

glaτ

r
,

messages.
If vehicle messages are L-bit long, the number of vehicle

messages generated by a ring node in one second is:

glaτ

r
× 1

L
=

glaτ

rL
.

Since only the relay ring nodes on the ring can generate
vehicle messages. If there are n relay ring nodes on the ring,
then each relay ring node needs to generate at least

glaτ

rL
× r

n
=

glaτ

nL
,

vehicle messages each second.
Simulation results are provided in Fig. 5 to demonstrate the

power consumption for both normal nodes and ring nodes,
message latency and message delivery ratio of the proposed
scheme. Our simulation was performed using NS2 on Linux
system. In the simulation, the target area is a square field of size
8000 × 8000 meters. We partition this field into 2400 normal
grids/nodes. The mixing ring is composed of 80 grids, i.e,
r = 80. There are four relay ring nodes in the mixing ring, i.e,
n = 4. We assume that the randomly selected intermediate node
is at least 600 meters away from the real message source. The
data messages are 8-bit long, i.e, l = 8. The vehicle messages
are 16-bit long, i.e, L = 16.

From the Fig. 5.(a) and (b), we can see that ring nodes con-
sume more energy than normal nodes. To solve this problem,
the nodes in ring grids can take turns to be the ring nodes.
It is also noticed that the delivery ratio drops exponentially
when the traffic volume increases. It is primarily because of
the traffic collisions and packet losses caused by the increased
traffic volume. For a large sensor network, it is usually not
necessary for all the sensor nodes to be active at the same time.
In practice, the percentage of active nodes might be very low.
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Fig. 5. Performance of the proposed routing and encryption scheme

The transmission frequency also tends not to be very high. In
other words, the traffic volume may be low. In this scenario, we
can ensure almost 100% delivery ratio, as shown in Fig. 5.(d).
Our simulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheme
is very efficient and can be used for practical applications.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Source-location privacy is critical to the successful deploy-
ment of wireless sensor networks. In this paper, we have
proposed a scheme that can achieve source-location privacy
in the wireless sensor networks through a three-phase routing:
routing to a randomly selected intermediate node (RRIN),
routing in a network mix ring (NMR), and message forwarding
to the SINK node. The optimal location for the mixing ring
is also derived. Our proposed scheme provides excellent local
source privacy and global source-location privacy. Simulation
results demonstrate that the proposed scheme can achieve very
good performance in energy consumption, message delivery
latency while assuring high message delivery ratio.
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